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Abstract 
The article advances four content features as key features of input materials that enable productive teaching environments to 
develop students’ awareness related to the genre of product/technology description with a well-defined specific goal, i.e. to have 
students assimilate, develop and personalize language related to product description.    
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1. Introduction 
The present article identifies important criteria that need to be considered in the selection of input materials used 
to teach the language of product/technology description. Common language patterns that embed written or spoken 
comments related to technology/product descriptions such as multi-word units (e.g. tablet-driven display, arsenic-
free display glass), sequences of adjectives, be they classifying, descriptive or qualifying (e.g. pristine, non-porous, 
easy-cleaning qualities), grammatical structures (e.g. passive voice to explain procedures, for/to structures to signal 
the envisioned action), positively evaluative lexis (e.g. the award-winning technology, state-of-the-art technology, 
optimal gain, X is characterized by a number of exceptional physical and chemical properties) are highlighted as 
essential features of input materials adequate to develop learner genre awareness. 
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2. Research background 
The article aligns itself with the genre-based approaches to ESP teaching, specifically with the “generic ladder” 
scaffolding approach (Swales & Lindemann, 2002, Hyland, 2007, Dovey, 2010) whose supporters claim that the 
process of developing students’ abilities to achieve a professional goal via guided tasks should override exposure to 
field-originating materials since “transfer of knowledge author gained through reading “expert products” is limited 
unless there is an effective combination of process-oriented tasks that provide appropriately deep levels of 
scaffolding.” (Hyland, 2013:90). 
In line with this perspective and the current trends in BEFL (English as Business Lingua Franca) and ESP 
teaching, claiming that “it is even more important to be able to use English as a tool to get the work done while 
simultaneously maintain a good relationship with communication partners” (Kankaanranta & Louhiala-Salminen, 
2013:31), the author describes four content features as essential features of input materials that showcase productive 
teaching environments to develop students’ awareness related to the product description genre and, equally 
important, to enable them to produce their own product descriptions. The following features are regarded as essential 
for the selection of input materials used to achieve the previously mentioned goals:   
3. Content features viewed as selection criteria 
3.1. Infusion of multi-word units  
Texts/multimedia materials embedded with multi-word units are helpful in developing students’ ability to specify 
product properties and characteristics in information-compacting structures. The example provided below, retrieved 
from Siemens site, is a case in point:  
Symaro – energy-efficient and innovative HVAC sensors  
Saving energy thanks to highly accurate measurements – Symaro HVAC sensors 
record and transmit readings extremely quickly and accurately, providing an optimal 
basis for precise and therefore energy- and cost-efficient control of the entire HVAC 
plant.  
With innovations such as integrated self-monitoring and highly versatile 
multisensors for different applications, Symaro sensors are a secure investment in the 
future. Throughout the entire line of temperature sensors, air quality sensors, 
pressure sensors, solar sensors, humidity sensors, duct sensors, and others, the 
installation concept has remained unchanged for decades. Therefore, they can be 
quickly installed and put into operation – so your investment pays off right from the 
start.  
Highlights at a glance:  
• Perceptible energy savings – thanks to fast, high-precision measurement and 
efficient measuring techniques  
• Innovative sensor technology – with self-monitoring, service mode, integrated 
installation concept, and functional design  
• High level of comfort – provided by demand-controlled ventilation  
• Reduced installation and cabling effort – thanks to multisensors  
• Guaranteed quality – the result of many years of experience, in-depth 
applications expertise, and systematic sensor tests  
(Source http://www.buildingtechnologies.siemens.com, HVAC Sensors)  
 
3.2.  Infusion of positively evaluating lexis to develop students’ ability to specify product/technology superiority  
x positive adjectives, of which some have hyperbolic overtones (successful, leading, well-known, famous, 
booming, well-appreciated, lucrative, leading-edge, cutting-edge, brilliant, etc.);  
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x comparative and superlative adjectives pointing out a higher degree/the highest degree of qualities/positive 
characteristics or a leading position in legitimate rankings (best, better-sold, top-notch sound quality,  Europe’s  
best-selling car, etc.);  
x positively evaluative adverbs (vigorously, strongly, effectively, wisely, resourcefully, etc.);  
x intensifying adverbs emphasizing the magnitude of an action or feature (very, extremely, considerably, really, 
exceptionally, exceedingly, enormously, tremendously, etc.);  
x positively evaluative nouns such as success, expansion, achievement, accomplishment, progress, expertise, 
etc.);  
x high-performance evaluating verbs  (to outperform, to exceed, to excel, to top, to surpass, to double, to 
triple, to outnumber, to surmount, etc.);  
x premodifying indefinite participles compacting positively evaluative clauses of the type the award-winning 
product, dual bi-directional noise-cancelling microphones. 
3.3. Sequences of adjectives containing either classifying, descriptive or qualifying adjectives placed in pre-
position or distributed in both pre- and post-position if more than three or four descriptors need to be specified, of 
the type a small rectangular white aluminium case or a large extremely durable Chinese information wall, 
esthetically pleasing and extremely practical for effective meetings to articulate  informative and evaluative 
appreciations; 
3.4. Infusion of  passive patterns, often combined with via, with, using, by and ‘purpose’ or ‘result’ structures (in 
order to (Verbinfinitive), to (Verbinfinitive), in order not to (Verbinfinitive), so as not to (Verbinfinitive), for + noun + to 
(Verbinfinitive), so that) to signal envisioned actions, method or manner of action, targeted goals, functions or results 
achieved:  
The system can also be controlled independent of time and place via a Web browser …. 
(Desigo building automation, http://www.buildingtechnologies.siemens.com) 
Durability is measured via weight loss per surface area after immersion in the 
solvents shown below. 
(Corning® Gorilla® Glass 2 – Product information, http://www.corninggorillaglass.com )  
10 mm scratches were made with 1 N force at a constant rate of 0.4mm/s in 45% RH. 
No lateral cracks have developed. 
(Corning® Gorilla® Glass 2 – Product information, http://www.corninggorillaglass.com ) 
About 22.38 pounds of CO2 are produced by burning a gallon of diesel fuel. 
(CO2 emission factors for transportation fuels, US Energy Information Administration, http://www.eia.gov/) 
In order to effectively study this behavior, an experimental setup was devised to 
impart damage to an edge of a glass specimen in a controlled dynamic manner. 
(Controlled Edge Damage by Dynamic Impact, http://www.corninggorillaglass.com) 
The browser issues a warning alert about closing tabs so as not to lose content 
information. The head tracker is also automatically started at boot-time and made 
available for all applications to use as a single shared resource. (HC1 Technical Brief, 
Motorola Solutions 
(www.motorolasolutions.com/HC1) 
    
4. Conclusion 
Starting from a more general goal, i.e. to develop students’ practical skills and knowledge before graduation to 
overcome a major drawback of higher education training in terms of insufficient practical training, and targeting a 
more specific goal, i.e. to equip students with adequate language patterns that help them produce their own 
product/technology descriptions, the article has outlined four language patterns as key features of input materials 
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adequate to develop genre awareness and personalize communicative phrases related to product description. They 
include multi-word units to compress information, sequences of adjectives to provide informative and evaluative 
appreciations, two categories of grammatical structures deployed to describe method/manner of action, results or 
functions, and positively evaluative lexis to indicate technology/product superiority.  
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